
Ready to Kick this habit to the curb? 

According to habit change expert B.J Fogg,
habit formation includes 3 elements: 

Reminder. This
is the trigger.
The thing that
cues the habit

into action.

Routine. this is
the habit itself in

action.

Reward. This is the feeling/response
you get from engaging in the habit

I could go on all day with reasons why our eyes are better glued to the world around us than to the screen in front of us;
addiction to dopamine response, drastic drop in melatonin release, radiation… there’s some stuff in the scientific
world that is super scary. 
But as a busy woman who, like many of us, is hyper-aware of alllll the things that need to happen in my day to day in
order for there to be any semblance of balance, here’s my reason to disconnect:                                                                       
  

Cell phones are a massive time suck.
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Even at 1 minute per 
check, that’s 2.5 hours 

lost in cyber-space 
EVERY. DANG. DAY.

4 Steps to Disconnect You From Your Tech

Do you ever use the excuse of not having time for
things? Imma guess yes. Because me too.  

I did it all the time.  
But here’s a surprising (not really) little factoid:

Studies show that people born between 1981 & 1996
check their phones upwards of 150 times a day. 

It starts with a little lesson on how habits are
formed, good OR bad:

EMOTIONAL - Feeling sad/anxious/lonely? grab
your phone and start scrolling! 
PRIOR ACTION - Just put the kids to bed? Hit the
couch for some social media action! 
OTHER PEOPLE - Hubby acting like a douche
again? How about a quick hit of dopamine from
this happy cat video? 
SPECIFIC TIME - Not in the mood to jump right
back into work after your lunch break? Take a
beat to check Facebook! 
SPECIFIC PLACE - In line at the bank / At the dr's
office / in the bathroom? You’ve got time to see
at least 400 insta pics!! 

Habit triggers come in 

5 tasty flavors:  
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emotions:

prior action:

other people:

specific time:

specific place:

step 1 - assess your triggers

Complete this sentence using the 5 Habit Triggers: 
"I reach for my tech when..........."

YUP. There's a lot of stuff that drives us
to engage in bad habits.

AND,
It's up to YOU to remember that

you are the 

driver.
"The remarkable thing is we have a choice everyday regarding the attitude we will embrace for that
day. We cannot change our past...we cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way.
We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, and
that is our attitude. I am convinced that life is 10% what happens to me and 90% of how I react to it.
And so it is with you. We are in charge of our attitudes." 

- Chuck Swindoll 

Pinpointing the triggers to your habits helps you to drive your reactions /
responses in a positive direction. You can foresee bad habit's taking

place, and engineer in something different.

take the wheel.
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step 2 - make a plan

here's a fact:

If you don't know where you want to go, 
you'll never get there.

oh, and p.s -you need to be specific.

engineering new habits
For each of the triggers you identified, come up with a new, healthier habit to implement. Having 
a predetermined replacement helps to avoid defaulting to the same old pattern. Here's a few 
examples of replacements:

emotions:

prior action:

other people:

specific time:

specific place:
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NOW - Complete this sentence using your new, healthier, happier habit plan: 
"When (insert triggers from above) happens, I ........... "

emotions prior action other people specific time specific place

"I keep a list of
the many ways I

am loved and
supported, that I
refer to when I

start to feel
lonely." 

"As soon as the
kids are in bed, I
run a bath with

my favorite
essential oils. I
soak with my
favorite book." 

"I take 3 breaths
before responding

to my husband.
Just because he's
in a mood doesn't

mean I have to
meet him there." 

"After lunch, I take
a few minutes to

sit in silence.
Taking a break

from stimulation
helps me focus in

the afternoon." 

"When I allow for
silence in the in-

between moments
of the day, I

cultivate more
patience and

groundedness." 
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step 3 - show up.

Tech addiction isn't something we can blame on anyone else.  
This IS YOU, sucking YOUR time away.  

In order to get out of it, you need to show up and fight for that lost time. 
SO,

how will you show up for you?
Here's another fun fact: MOTIVATION alone will NOT get you there. Don't get me wrong, motivation
is great. But you know what else it is? FLEETING. Here today, gone tomorrow baby. This is why you
need to create a specific plan (see steps 1 through 2), and implementation strategy.
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A good implementation strategy re-motivates us, 
and reminds us of our mission.

Time to employ some tools. Choose a handful of gentle cues, and automate them into your daily
routine. Here's a handy checklist to help you set yourself up for success. 

Change the lock screen on your phone to an image that inspires you, a quote, or a simple
reminder such as "There's so many cool things I could be doing right now"

Go into your phone settings and set your phone to automatically turn on the Do not Disturb
function for chunks of the day.
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Download a social media monitoring app like AntiSocial, to get a grip on how much time you're
actually wasting

Try inserting a new habit that gets you out of your head and into your body! Every time you
reach toward your phone, stop yourself, hop up, and do 10 jumping jacks or 5 push-ups.  This
will help you get hyper-aware of all the times you're checking out, and gets you grounded back
in the present.
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step 4 - kaizen.

"Kaizen" is a Japanese word, meaning 
"Small, incremental steps toward great change."
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The cellphone thing is just an example. The process above applies to any habit shift.  
We can't just buy a pair of running shoes and presto change-o become avid runners. There's mindset
shifts to be made. There's all kinds of little changes to our daily routines that will support this new
version of ourselves. And in my experience, 

more bad habits getting in  

the way of your growth?

Book your  Free
30min Healthy Habit
strategy session with
ME today at
www.thehabit.net
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change is easiest to maintain when it 

happens one little step at a time. 
In breaking bad habits and implementing good ones, it hasn't served me one little bit to go cold turkey,
give 100% effort or beat myself up for failing. If change was easy, everyone would do it. But breaking
bad habits is hard work.  

Evolution takes time. And it's worth the time it takes.  
So start small, with a couple little changes at a time. And LOVE, LOVE, LOVE YOURSELF. The most
important thing to remind yourself of is that you're human. You'll stumble, backslide, find yourself deep
in the screen again. And it's ok. We can always start fresh. 
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